(a) has received the most attention because a meaeurement of tbe recoil proton fixes w 2 and A Z (where A is the four-momentum transfer from the initial-to tb.e final-state nucleon) ior an event of tb.e desired type An extrapolation proc!edure for analysing these experiments, suggested by Chew and Low, 4 invoives the study of those collisions in which A Z is small. It was postulated that, lor emall A 2 , the one~pion exchange interaction would predominate. To date, several ~-erim:ifi~~.f· have reported some success in analysing the pion•pion interaction by the extrapolation method.
In the experiment reported here. we study reactions (b) with a.n incident pion momentum of 1. 75 Bev/c. We find evidence of a pion-pion interaction in the (TI + TI-) syetem, although the extrapolation method of analysis appears to fail. There is strong evidence for processes other than the one-pion exchange even at relatively low momentum transfers.
Negative and positive pions were extracted from a beryllium target placed in an almost field-free r~glon of the Bevatron primary beam. They were formed into an external beam and focused onto a 10-c:m-thick liquid-hydrogen target.
Detection apparatus con•lsted of plastic scintillation counters and their associated equipment. The counters were arranged in two groups. The main group consisted o£ 84 trapezoidal prisms arranged to fit on a section of the surface of a sphere of 160-cm radius with the hydrogen target at its center. Looking from the target at the counter array, one would see the elements grouped in a series of seven co:rx:enhr. To discriminate against background from neutral pions, a 1/4-in. thick sheet of lead was placed across the faces of both counter arrays.
The tapes thus produced were analysed by using an IBM 709 ~omputer with a program that selected those events with a two-pion, one-neutron signature. Five measurements are required to determine completely the kinematics. Since seven measurements were made, two consistency checks were available for a kinematic fit of the data to further discriminate against background.
Measurements were made with two target conditions--flask full and flask empty--and two delay conditions-·normal and abnormal. To achieve the abnormal delay conditions, we added sufficient delay to the neutron channels so that any slow particles detected must traverse the flight path with f3 > 1 to be correlated with the two charged pions. Thia condition gave a measurement of the purely accidental neutron background. In terms o£ the four possible target and delay conditions--fullnormal, empty-normal, full-abnormal. and empty-abnormal--the net partial cross sections are given by
The neutron coWlting efficiency was taken into account in the calculation of
In Fig. l (a) we pr~sent the results of our calculation of da / d(w 2 }, which is obtained from the double distributions by using If we assume that the contribution from the one-pion exchange process dominates in the regioh of low-rnomentum transfers~we can obtain 0' TITr from the equation given by Chew and Low: 4
z by an integration over p . Figure 1 (b) gives the results of this integration.
Ou.r attempts to obtain the pion-pion c:roee eec::tion by the extrapolation method are shown in Fig. l so this condition impose a no restriction. In Fig. 1 (c) , we notice a marked peaking ---' -+ must be isotropic: about Cf = Pn • pp i£ a single pion is exchanged. Our (w 1r ) data (aee Fig. 3) shows a marked anisotropy for pl. /fJ.Z = 3.6 and S.Z. For lower momentum transfers, the distribution appeas-e fiat within the statistics. For the ( ,+ w•) sy•tem, the anieotropy is leas pronounced and may not be atatietic:ally siplticant.
This experiment confirms the position and approximate widih of the resonance in the two-pion system corresponding to the p meeon. However, we feel that the result of the Yang-Treim.an test, the peaking of do' /d(w)wn around the pion-nucleon reaonancee, and the partial failure of the extrapolation method make it impoaeible to infer from our data any further detail• of the pion-pion interaction baaed on the one-pion exchange model of analyaia.
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. + + where the lower curves are for the (w w n) final state, the upper curves
for (w w n), and C1 ,..,..(w ) = -F(-J1. , w ). ....
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